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How to create more impactful digital + live engagements
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As our digital lives become more and more intertwined with our lives
in the real world, so does the need for brand experiences that make
an impact in both realms—seamlessly. Trouble is, many event marketers still treat technology as an add-on to a live experience. The
result: disconnected digital and live engagements, versus the digital
plus live experience consumers crave. Better, stronger and more
impactful digital + live experiences require better ideas. But they also
require a slightly different approach.
In this white paper, we will detail more than 20 tips, trends and
insights designed to make sure your event strategies stand up to the
digital + live challenge. We will cover:
• Five actionable ideas you can use right now to strengthen your
digital + live strategy
• The top five technology trends that will impact events this year—
and how to use them
• Six surprising ways a great technology can have a negative impact
on your event—and how to prevent them
• A step-by-step guide to leveraging metrics through technology to
build better events
Let’s kick it off with a look at five ways to improve your digital + live
strategy. Right. Now.

Hype the brand, not the technology. You may be infatuated with
augmented reality and want to showcase it at your next event, but AR
or any other technology should always take a back seat to the brand
message. After all, the goal is to touch attendees with a memorable
brand experience. They should leave an event thinking about the
brand, not how wonderful the technology was.

Put the attendee in the driver’s seat… at least part of the way.
Today’s digital denizens have multiple devices. From phones to tablets
and laptops, they are used to browsing touch interfaces. Giving attendees some control of the experience rather than speaking at them
in a one-way conversation fosters a deeper engagement with the
product or brand.
Take Nespresso’s pop-up shop in New York City’s Grand Central Terminal, for example, which connected with coffee-drinking commuters
via a sleek, stylish 17-foot multi-touchscreen video wall. By identifying themselves as a “day person,” “night person” or “spicy or mild,”
attendees determined their personal flavor profiles with a quick tap on
the touch screen. Nespresso distributed thousands of samples during
the experience and more than 1,000 based on the consumer input.
Likewise, a House of Innovation activation for Under Armour, also in
Grand Central Terminal, incorporated transparent LCD displays that

showcased Under Armour’s latest gear in a customized browsing experience with overlays of the products’ features and benefits. Attendees
proceeded at their own pace, clicking on the display for additional
information rather than having the information thrown at them.

Keep interfaces easy and intuitive. A simple and clear call to
action that is approachable and easily understood is key. Consider how
long it will take the attendee to go through the experience and the
type of interaction. Is it investigative? Magical? Intuitive? Navigational
elements such as browsing information or playing a game also should
be simple and quick.
Build, Measure, Learn. Also called the Lean Method, based on “The
Lean Startup” by Eric Ries, this strategy involves a three-step process.
The idea is to build an experience, measure the responsiveness of
that experience, then learn from that data to re-build, tweak and
change. The key to building really great and memorable experiences
is to measure and improve upon them.
Emirates Airlines, official sponsor of the U.S. Tennis Association,
applied this method to its U.S. Open activation. With a few minor
tweaks and changes, including a more visible prizing package, it
increased participation by 60 percent year-over-year. Others have
deployed the process to uncover insights about shareable photo activations. For instance, attendees are more likely to share a photo that
is taken in the middle of a game or activation than they would at an
experience detached from the main event.

Think holistically. Fanfests and other large activation footprints
generate more effective participation when the activities are connected by a concept or a leaderboard rather than separate engagements. Stubhub’s 2014 Super Bowl activation, for example, hinged
its activities on a cold-weather theme (appropriate for the sub-zero
temperatures at this year’s big game). Attendees engaged in virtual
snowball fights with Stubhub’s Ticket Oak character and received hats
and mittens as giveaways, in keeping with the theme.

TREND FORECAST

Five Technologies That Will Change the Face of
Live Experiences in the Year to Come

Most marketers would agree that consumers are a tougher bunch
than ever—hard to impress, “seen-it-all” and wary of brands that
come on too strong. Digital + live events, when properly executed,
can help break down those walls and give even the most skeptical
attendees an experience they’ll never forget—especially when that
experience includes a taste of some of the newest technologies on
the block. Never-before-had experiences are today’s premium when
prudently incorporated into footprints, and these five technologies
are coming on strong as must-have tools for customer engagement
and cutting-edge tracking and measurement. Here, five tech trends
shaking up the event landscape this and next year.

1. Virtual Reality: VR creates an immersive environment and
takes people places they might never experience otherwise, offering a goldmine of new opportunities for event marketers. Want
to transport attendees onto a virtual football field surrounded by
digital players, or to an exotic island, or perhaps on a private tour
in a trade show environment? The Oculus Rift, a VR head-mounted
display, may be getting all the press right now, but more of these
helmets and goggles will be coming onto the market in the next
six to 10 months. The only limitation to VR is that it is currently a
single-user experience . Otherwise, it’s a reality whose time has
come.

2. Gesture Recognition Technology: Call it “Minority Report”
meets event marketing. Similar to Precrime Police Chief John
Anderton’s iconic gestures in the 2002 film, technology exists today
that allows users to manipulate an experience by waving their
fingers or hands, or even their whole bodies, in front of a screen.
Gesture-recognition technology can lead a user through an infor-

mative journey enabled by body movement. Applications for event
marketers include digital signage and trade show exhibits. The
technology also makes for a powerful presentation tool, but can be
a fun add-on to any engagement. Emirates Airlines, Under Armour
and Panasonic have all used gesture-based displays at recent
events.

3. Wearable Technology: Move over Cartier and your plain-old
diamond baubles and bangles. Rings, bracelets and watches that
connect to the digital world have arrived—ushered in, of course,
via Google glass, that high-tech smartphone for your eyes. Event
marketers will put wearables initially on brand ambassadors or
presenters as a unique way to get a message out to the crowd, but
as the technology becomes more ubiquitous, they will no doubt uncover additional ways to deploy them to control displays and other
consumer digital interactions.
4. Display Technology: From standard plasma screens to LCD panels and LED walls to laser phosphor displays, microtiles and more,
display technology has evolved and more unique forms (think:
square, octagonal, curved, flexible) continue to appear in the
market. Among the most exciting—transparent LCD displays, a cool
way to feature product and provide depth to an image and take the
display to a whole new level. Some call them the future of retail,
but event marketers are using them now. Best Buy has incorporated them into vending machines at Minneapolis airports and Under
Armour used TLCDs in its House of Innovation activation.

5. Data and analytics tools: New software platforms enable marketers to track individuals in an event space accurately and anonymously. Cameras recognize dwell time and attendee demographic
information such as age and gender. They also measure the time
attendees spend viewing screens and displays. Analytics tools also
track wifi signals within an event footprint and can monitor user
flow, again anonymously. It may sound like a page out of George
Orwell’s “1984” but, believe it or not, scanning technology can now
help marketers tailor their stories to individuals if they know the
demographics of attendees and their interests, and that leads to
deeper and more meaningful engagements.

SETTING NEW BARS

Six surprising way technology can have a negative impact on events…
and how to prevent them

Smart ideas and sharp technology are the necessary ingredients for
a live + digital event, but if those high-tech displays aren’t visible
or the line for a gesture-based game is too long, the experience may
not be a positive one. Here’s a rundown of six pain points where
technology can either hinder or help your event, and what you need
to know to help ensure your event is a success.

1. The environment: This is important for two reasons—lighting
and traffic flow. Lighting conditions have an impact on almost every
technology available today. Whether an event takes place in sunlight
or inside a tent, under an atrium or totally enclosed, can have a
significant impact on the quality of the viewing experience as well as
the photo and video takeaways. Knowing in advance what the conditions will be can help you adjust for an optimum experience.
2. Traffic flow: Map out in advance where people will be congregating and how they will be queued up. Lots of people crowding around
a space can negatively impact an experience, especially for gesture-based interactions and photo ops, and long lines turn off many
consumers. With proper planning, however, marketers can take advantage of the crowds to create an audience for an interactive game
or send out brand ambassadors to entertain attendees or capture
data while they are waiting on line.
3. Throughput: Throughput is the length of time required for an
attendee to participate in an experience. Most interactive experiences involve some element of data capture for a brand, which is
important, so determine beforehand how long it will take users to
enter their email addresses and answer a few questions; in addition,
know the length of the actual experience and the expected total
amount of time spent participating in an activation. For example, an
experience that requires three minutes equates to a throughput of 20
people per hour. For an eight-hour event, that translates to 160 interactions. Determining this information in advance means an event
marketer hoping to reach 500 people a day will need to replicate the
experience or speed up the interaction.
4. The network: For most events, the wifi network is spotty at best,
even with a back-up system in place. There’s always a chance the
network will drop off or not be available at all. This fallacy can occur
in malls, outdoor locations, trade shows and music events. As a result, marketers design for the worst but hope for the best. Being able
to capture content and data without relying on the network is key.
5. The audience: Know who is coming and design the experience
accordingly. Event marketers hoping to connect with a younger crowd
or college students can create a more complex interaction, but to

reach an older demographic or a gathering of physicians, for example, engagements should be simple and intuitive. Be able to gauge
the attendees’ participation levels—will they be willing to get up in
front of others and perform something goofy or wacky, or are they
more reserved and conservative? Craft the experience relative to the
crowd, i.e. don’t throw an awesome gesture-based interactive game
to a crowd of professionals where no one is going to want to play it.

6. The tools: Utilize digital tools such as mobile apps and social
sharing platforms to amplify and extend the reach of your event. After you have gathered the crowd and immersed them in your brand,
stick with them. Continue the dialogue. Getting that digital footprint
on their devices is like gold so cash in on it.

BUILDING BETTER METRICS

A step-by-step guide to leveraging measurement
through technology to build better events

Digital + live experiences offer engaging interactions that amplify
the live event through social channels, which is the outcome that
nearly every marketer is seeking. But these events also provide another important benefit that marketers need in order to justify their
events and prove ROI—actionable metrics. Digital + live experiences
that incorporate social media sharing opportunities such as photo ops
or high-tech tools such as cameras and wifi trackers provide actionable insights that marketers can use to spot trends, make decisions
or modify the experience for optimum results.
“Actionable” metrics are granular data points that marketers can act
upon versus “vanity” metrics that look good but don’t really reveal
much. For example, knowing that a brand has five million Facebook
friends is an interesting metric but it doesn’t really change the
conversation. On the other hand, being able to measure how many
people participate in a photo experience, then open up a follow-up
email and actually share the photo is actionable data that provide
real value to marketers.
An interactive experience that includes a photo or video sharing
component offers a number of points where marketers can collect
actionable data. The first point, or “funnel,” measures the number
of people who initiate the experience. Let’s say that number is 1,000
people. That is the measurement starting point, or 100 percent. The

next metric is the abandonment rate, which measures the number of
people who drop out of the experience. If 50 of those 1,000 people
decide not to finish, the abandonment rate is five percent. Anything
less than five percent is standard.
The next points in the funnel measure “intent to share,” a data
point that indicates the number of people who give their contact
information, including email addresses, as well as whether they open
the emails once they receive them. The final point is “clicks and
shares,” which tracks how many attendees actually share the photo
on social media.
Besides photo sharing technology, high-tech cameras and wifi
trackers also measure the effectiveness and depth of engagement at
events—anonymously and accurately. Some cameras, for example,
track where users are standing in a space and how long they are
looking at a screen. Cameras also reveal valuable metrics such as
“opportunity to see,” which is the number of people in an area who
are exposed to the activation; whether or not they act on it, the
guests at least have the opportunity to do so. Cameras also can track
“eyes-on impressions,” which is the number of people who stop and
look or participate in the experience. The “opportunity to see conversion ratio” is the proportion of people out of the total potential
audience that actually engages with the activation.
Wifi trackers, on the other hand, track individual mobile devices within a space to reveal what times of day are most crowded,
whether additional staffers are needed to handle the crowds and
other useful insights.
Before deploying any of these measurement technologies, marketers
first must identify their goals and what they want to measure. “We
provide a lot of raw data but do not make any assumptions about
what trends marketers might spot within that data, how they analyze it, and what the actionable items are. A senior marketing person
who knows a brand well can look at the data and analyze it,” says
Mike Moreno, EVP of Sales at Helios Interactive. “All of this is more
effective if they take a long-term as opposed to a short-term view.
That can lead them to more effective experiences.”
And that is what digital + live is all about.
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